
The IMO alternative
IMO Core Procedure is a medical procedure terminology solution that enables clinicians and healthcare 
IT professionals to select relevant and familiar procedure terms while mapping them to appropriate 
billing and reference codes. A team of credentialed HIM and laboratory professionals meticulously map 
codes to enhance the quality of procedure documentation in the EHR, providing clinicians with peace of 
mind, knowing that their clinical intent is not only captured, but also preserved, throughout the system. 

IMO Core Procedure
Powers intentional care through structured
and organized data

IMO Core Procedure helps you:
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• Allows clinicians to 
use familiar medical 
terminology while 
maintaining proper 
documentation

• Frees clinicians from a 
growing maintenance 
burden

• Enables more insightful 
analytics from the EHR

Deliver more
intentional care
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• Maps all relevant 
procedure terms 
to the appropriate 
administrative coding 
systems

• Maintains consistency of 
terminology throughout 
the EHR

Document more
accurately
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• Includes advanced 
search capabilities that 
can handle complex 
procedure coding 

• Easily integrates with the 
EHR

• Frequently updates 
content to help 
minimize time spent on 
maintenance tasks

Operate more
efficiently

Maximizing the value of your
EHR investment
In order to get the most out of their EHRs, healthcare 
organizations must keep their data clean and organized 
for proper reimbursement, reporting and analytics. The 
do-it-yourself approach to this work is labor-intensive 
and frequently falls on clinicians, health information 
management (HIM) professionals, or IT analysts who then 
have less time to spend on their core responsibilities.

For those responsible for implementing cohesive institutional 
policies for procedure content within the EHR, keeping a 
comprehensive dictionary up-to-date with the latest procedure 
names and code changes can be a tremendous drain on resources. 
Maintaining procedure codes can be manually intensive and 
demands constant vigilance. And creating accurate procedure 
terminologies requires dedicated technical, clinical and coding 
expertise which many healthcare organizations simply do not have. 

DATASHEET



Intelligent Medical Objects
At IMO, we are dedicated to powering care as you intended, through a platform that is intelligent, 
intuitive, and intentional. We offer a portfolio of products that includes terminologies and value 
sets that are clinically-vetted, always current, and maintenance-free. This aligns to provider 
organizations’ missions, EHR platforms’ inherent power, and the evolving vision of the healthcare 
industry while ensuring accurate care documentation and administrative codes. So clinicians can 
get back to being clinicians, health systems can get reimbursed, and patients can more easily 
engage in their own care. As intended.

To learn more about how IMO Core Procedure can help your organization unlock new value from 
your EHR, contact us at sales@e-imo.com or 847-272-1242.
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IMO SOLUTIONS SUITE

IMO Core
A clinical interface 
terminology (CIT) 
solution to better 

manage diagnoses and 
patient problem lists

A CIT solution that 
maintains the procedures 
in your surgical dictionary 
to optimize your operating 

room

IMO Core Periop IMO Core Procedure
A CIT solution that 

maps procedure terms 
to appropriate billing 
and reference codes

IMO Precision Sets
Up-to-date value 

sets for better 
quality reporting and 

understanding of 
patient cohorts

Terminology and insights
Our industry-leading clinical interface terminology 
(CIT) solutions form the foundation of the IMO 
platform. IMO Core solutions, including IMO Core 
Periop, provide clinically-validated, continuously 
updated, curated content and intuitive workflow 
applications. IMO Precision solutions leverage the 
power of our Core offerings to deliver content, 
software, and services that provide more precise 
analysis and reporting of data – from patient to 
population.
*  IMO Precision Patient Summary is not available for any use, commercial 
or non-commercial. Information regarding potential future products 
is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not 
be relied on in making a purchasing decision. IMO Precision Patient 
Summary is not a formal, commercially-approved IMO product name.


